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Abstract— This paper introduces a number of problems faced by the
Bluetooth technology when attempting to use it for building adhoc net-
works. The paper provides a brief overview of Bluetooth and describes
some of the major issues that need to be addressed, if it is to be successful as
a networking technology. Some important objectives that any solution must
meet are also introduced and motivated. An initial exploration of some key
issues such as topology formation and throughput maximization is also pro-
vided.

I. I NTRODUCTION

Bluetooth is a recently proposed standard for short range, low
power wireless communication [5]. Initially, it is being envi-
sioned simply as a wire replacement technology. Its most com-
monly described application is that of a “cordless computer”
consisting of several devices including a personal computer,
possibly a laptop, keyboard, mouse, joystick, printer, scanner,
etc., each equipped with a Bluetooth card. There are no cable
connections between these devices, and Bluetooth is to enable
seamless communication between all them, essentially replac-
ing what is today achieved through a combination of serial and
parallel cables, and infrared links. However, Bluetooth has the
potential for being much more than a wire replacement technol-
ogy, and the Bluetooth standard was indeed drafted with such a
more ambitious goal in mind. Bluetooth holds the promise of
becoming the technology of choice for adhoc networks of the
future. This is in part because its low power consumption and
potential low cost make it an attractive solution for the typical
mobile devices used in adhoc networks.

This being said, there are many major technical hurdles to
cross before this promise can be realized. This paper describes
some of the key technical challenges that the Bluetooth technol-
ogy faces and needs to overcome, if it is to fulfill its potential of
becoming more than a wire replacement solution. Although the
paper includes some initial research results in this area, it is pri-
marily intended as an overview and possible road map of some
of the major issues that must be tackled.

This paper is organized as follows. We briefly describe the
salient features of the Bluetooth technology in Section II. We
describe key technical challenges that need to be addressed for
its successful deployment in large scale adhoc networks in Sec-
tion III. We discuss certain design objectives in Section IV, and
briefly review the existing research in Section V. We describe
our research approach in overcoming these challenges and pro-
vide some initial results in Sections VI and VII. We conclude
the paper in Section VIII.
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Fig. 1. An example Bluetooth topology is illustrated. The nodes are organized
into 3 piconets. The masters of these piconets areM1;M2;M3 respec-
tively. The remaining nodes are the slave nodes or bridge nodes. Slave
nodesS1 andS2 can communicate via masterM1: NodesS1 andS3 can
communicate via masterM1; bridgeB and masterM2:

II. B LUETOOTH OPERATION

In this section, we briefly describe the basic features of a
Bluetooth network. Nodes are organized in small groups called
piconets.Every piconet has a leading node called “master,” and
other nodes in a piconet are referred to as “slaves.” A node
may belong to multiple piconets, and we refer to such a node
as a “bridge.” A piconet can have at most7 members. Refer to
figure 1 for a sample organization. Every communication in a
piconet involves the master, so that slaves do not directly com-
municate with each other but instead rely on the master as a
transit node. In other words, Bluetooth provides a half-duplex
communication channel. Communication between nodes in dif-
ferent piconets must involve the bridge nodes. A bridge node
cannot be simultaneously active in multiple piconets. It is active
in one piconet and “parked” in others. Bluetooth allows differ-
ent activity states for the nodes: active, idle, parked, sniffing.
Data exchange takes place between two nodes only when both
are active. Activity states of nodes change periodically.

Bluetooth uses frequency hopping spread spectrum in the
physical layer. Different piconets use different frequency hop-
ping sequences. The frequency hopping sequence of a piconet



is derived from the node id and the clock information of the
master. A node thus needs to know the identities and the clock
information of the masters of all the piconets it participates in.
It acquires this information from the master when it joins the
piconet. Synchronization information is also exchanged period-
ically. The bandwidth of the Bluetooth communication channel
is currently1 Mbps. Nodes in different piconets can transmit si-
multaneously even if they are within transmission range of each
other. This is because they use different frequency hopping pat-
terns. However, there can be only one communication at a time
within in a piconet and this communication involves the mas-
ter and one slave. The master decides the communication order
(and duration) for the slaves.

Besides the operation and constraints associated with the
Bluetooth communication channel, another key aspect in the
context of adhoc networking is the piconet formation process. A
node discovers the nodes in its vicinity through the periodic use
of an inquiry process that involves transmission using a well-
known frequency hopping sequence. The inquiry process has
two main states: A transmit state and a scan state. In the transmit
state, a node continuously transmits its identity as it hops on the
different frequencies of the inquiry hopping pattern. Transmis-
sion on each frequency is followed by a short listening period
to determine if any node is responding to the inquiry. Nodes
will be able to respond if at the time they have their receiver
tuned to the frequency of the hopping sequence currently used
by the transmitter. However, because there is no coordination
between nodes, there is no guarantee that two nodes engaged
in the inquiry process will be able to hear each other. For one,
they could both be in either transmit or scan mode. Furthermore,
even when one is transmitting and the other listening, their lack
of clock synchronization means that they may not be using the
same frequency at the same time. Thus, in order to facilitate
synchronization, the sender hops through the frequencies of the
frequency hopping sequence faster than the receiver.

Once the receiver has learned the identity of a new node as a
result of the inquiry process, it transmits its own identity. Sub-
sequently, if either one of the two nodes decides to involve the
other in a piconet in which it is the master, it pages for the other
node. The paging message is transmitted on a frequency hop-
ping sequence intended for paging, and is derived from the ad-
dress of the desired recipient. If the paged node is scanning
the same frequency as that on which the paging node is trans-
mitting, then the two synchronize and the recipient receives the
information required to join the piconet. Once again the trans-
mitter switches frequencies at a faster rate than the receiver to
facilitate the synchronization. Once two nodes belong to the
same piconet, their clocks are synchronized and they use the
same frequency hopping sequence to exchange information.

III. C HALLENGES IN BLUETOOTH DESIGN

The Bluetooth specifications have left several design issues
open to implementation, when it comes to its use as a network-
ing technology. The objective is to allow designers flexibility
so as to cater to the individual network requirements. However
for adapting the technology towards large scale deployment in
adhoc networks it is imperative that there be a systematic proce-

dure for attaining some of the most common design objectives.
We first examine the open issues and then discuss why these
need to be carefully “nailed down” in order to satisfy certain
universal design objectives.

A predominant open issue is how to decide which nodes be-
come masters, slave and bridges. In Bluetooth, nodes are as-
sumed physically equivalent with respect to their Bluetooth ca-
pabilities, so that the master and slave states are purely logical.
This is a useful feature in the context of adhoc networks where
nodes will likely be reasonably homogeneous, but it also intro-
duces several problems. This is because the decision for a node
to become slave or master affects the connectivity that will be
available to other nodes. In addition, a node needs to decide the
number of piconets it should join, and when multiple choices
are possible, which subset of piconets to choose. This latter is-
sue arises because a node may have several masters within its
communication range. Note that the master of one piconet can
participate as a slave in another one.

There are multiple facets to the decision of how many pi-
conets a node should join. On one hand, bridge nodes that
belong to multiple piconets improve connectivity, which re-
duces the number of communication hops needed to transfer
data between any two nodes and can, therefore, improve over-
all throughput. On the other hand, the larger the number of pi-
conets a node joins, the larger the associated processing, storage,
and most important, communication overhead. This is because
a node needs to store certain information about each of the pi-
conets it participates, and furthermore can only be active in one
piconet at the time. Specifically, at any one time a node can be
active in one piconet and must be parked in the other piconets
to which it belongs. Switching from one piconet to another in-
volves a non-negligible processing overhead. In addition, while
involved in communications in one piconet, a node is unavail-
able for communications in all the other piconet. This can also
affect throughput, albeit this time negatively, as the participa-
tion of one node in multiple piconets proportionally reduces the
capacity available for communications between any two of the
piconets to which it belongs. Note that the impact of this con-
straint also depends on whether the node is involved in piconets
only as a slave, or whether it is the master of one of the piconets.
In the latter case, any period during which the node is acting as a
slave in some piconet, corresponds to a communication blackout
for all the slaves of the piconet for which it serves as a master.
Intuitively, this is an undesirable effect, even if its magnitude de-
pends on the number of nodes involved in the affected piconet.

As a matter of fact, the number of slaves that a piconet should
have is itself an open issue. The Bluetooth specification imposes
an upper bound on this number (7), but performance consider-
ations should also be taken into account. For one, as discussed
above, the number of piconets in which a master participates
should be different from that of a slave. In general, even in the
absence of any other constraints, e.g., assuming all nodes are ca-
pable of communicating with all other nodes, the best (through-
put wise) configuration in terms of masters, slaves, and bridges
is unclear. Having as few masters as possible can increase the
number of nodes that are reachable either directly or in a small
number of hops. However, it also means that more nodes are



sharing the communication channel associated with each master.
Similarly, the number of bridge nodes that should exist between
different piconets is also unclear. Many bridges can facilitate
load distribution and improve connectivity, but this comes at the
cost of increasing the complexity of synchronizing communica-
tion schedules an added overhead when switching from piconet
to piconet (recall that a node can be active in only one piconet
at the time).

Assuming that some initial answers can be given to the prob-
lems we have just outlined, it is unlikely that static solutions
will be sufficient in the context of adhoc networks. As a re-
sult, yet another level of complexity gets added when trying to
determine when and how node states should change over time.
Some of the factors that need to be taken account include the
activity status of nodes themselves, e.g., a node may suspend
its activities for some time and enter a “sleep” state in order to
save power. Another aspect that needs to be considered is the
dynamic nature of adhoc networks, where the number and posi-
tion of nodes involved is likely to continuously vary. Obviously,
node configuration and network topology need to evolve in re-
sponse to such changes. For example, if a master moves out of
the transmission range of its slaves, then the piconet must iden-
tify a new master, presumably from the existing members of the
piconet, and this calls for a change of state from slave to master
in one of the nodes. The difficulty in making such decisions,
even in the simple example just outlined, is in their distributed
nature. Deciding when and which node state to change requires
a significant amount of information exchange and processing,
which besides its intrinsic cost can also translate into substan-
tial latency. As a result, any feasible solution calls for some
trade-off between “optimality” and its cost and responsiveness
to changes.

For Bluetooth to succeed as a technology on which adhoc net-
works can be built, it is not only essential to find light-weight so-
lutions to the above problems, but those solutions must be fully
distributed. In other words, they should not assume the exis-
tence of a central entity with access to the entire system/network
state, and nodes decisions should only be based on information
about their own state and that of their “neighbors.” However,
the definition of what a node’s neighborhood consists of is it-
self not clear. Does it consist only of nodes belonging to the
same piconet(s), or does it also include other nodes within com-
munication reach? More generally, a neighborhood could be
defined as all nodes that arek or less “hops” away (hop count
corresponds to the number of masters/piconets that need to be
traversed). Clearly there is a trade-off between the accuracy (or
optimality) of the decisions that can be made under different
scenarios. In general, the more information is available, the bet-
ter the decisions. However, this comes at the cost of a higher
latency, a higher processing cost, and a higher control overhead.
It is, therefore, important to identify a design point that is both
implementable and capable of providing a reasonably efficient
operational solution. One of our goals is to start exploring the
space of potential solutions to identify the range of available op-
tions.

Finally, another aspect that is left unspecified in the Bluetooth
standard specifications, is how a node splits its time between

actual data transmission, i.e., within a piconet, and neighbor
discovery and piconet formation (inquiry and page states). In
a dynamic environment such as that of an adhoc network both
phases are needed, but because they are mutually exclusive this
again involves a design trade-off. One option is to assume two
transceivers at each node, one for control and one for data trans-
missions, but this obviously imposes a significant cost penalty.
Assuming a single, shared transceiver, it is then necessary to
specify a strategy for controlling how long a node spends in each
state and when it switches between them. If a node is only infre-
quently or for short periods of time in inquiry and page states,
the latency for discovering a new node will be high, e.g., see [6]
for an investigation of the many problems faced by this discov-
ery process. On the other hand, requiring frequent and/or ex-
tended excursions in those control states will severely affect the
data throughput available to a node or its neighbors (if the node
is a master or a bridge). Again, this is an area where identifying
practical and efficient policies is required before the Bluetooth
technology can be effectively used in adhoc networks.

In this paper, we focus on an initial exploration of some of the
above issues that are associated with the problem of “topology
formation,” when attempting to build an adhoc network based on
the Bluetooth technology. These are, however, not the only is-
sues that one would need to address in the context of a Bluetooth
adhoc network, and there are many other interesting questions
dealing with actual data transmission. For example, how does
a master decide the order of data transmission among slaves?
Also, as discussed earlier a node can be active in only one pi-
conet at one time. How does a bridge node decide its order of
participation in different piconets. The scheduling should be
designed so that a master completes its communication with a
bridge node while it is active in its piconet. This requires giv-
ing priority to bridge nodes as compared to ordinary slaves, and
the priority of a bridge node should also depend on the number
of piconets it participates in. These issues are closely related to
administering different quality of service to different end nodes.

IV. D ESIGN OBJECTIVES

In this section, we describe some of our design objectives
in deciding how to best form Bluetooth topologies, and subse-
quently discuss the challenges involved in satisfying these ob-
jectives while exploiting the flexibility offered by the Bluetooth
specifications. We are primarily concerned with three major ob-
jectives:
1. Connectivity,
2. Distributed operation and low overhead,
3. Throughput maximization.
Next, we briefly expand on those three objectives, and what it
takes to achieve them.

Maintaining end to end connectivity whenever feasible, i.e.,
when there exists a selection of node states (slave, bridge, mas-
ter) that forms a connected topology, is obviously a desirable
feature. Let us examine the challenges involved in achieving
this objective within the Bluetooth design constraints. Observe
first that any Bluetooth topology must satisfy some basic prop-
erties. For one, the partitioning of nodes into masters and slaves
implies that the graph associated with any Bluetooth topology is



a bi-partite graph. This is because neither masters nor slaves can
communicate directly, and therefore the set of nodes associated
with masters only has edges to the set of nodes corresponding
to slaves. Similarly, the constraint that a piconet cannot con-
tain more than7 slaves implies that all nodes associated with
masters must have a degree less than or equal to7. This also im-
plies that if at any time the total number of masters is less than
one eighth of the total number of nodes, then certain nodes will
not belong to any piconet and thus the topology remains dis-
connected. These are constraints that any topology formation
algorithm must take into account.

In addition, it is not only the choice of role, i.e., master, slave,
or bridge, that is important in determining connectivity, but the
order in which nodes are assigned their role is also a key factor.
In particular, because connectivity between piconets is ensured
through bridge nodes and not all (slave) nodes are capable of
playing such a role (the node must be able to “hear” the mas-
ter of each piconet), connectivity between two piconets may be
precluded if the corresponding node attempts to join one of the
piconets after the piconet has become full, i.e., already has7

slaves. This can possibly be fixed by having some slaves re-
linquish their membership in the piconet, but identifying when
this is needed, e.g., connectivity might still exist between the pi-
conets through a multi-hop path, and which node should leave
the piconet, is a complex problem. Achieving connectivity is,
therefore, a complex and possibly unachievable task, but it pro-
vides a benchmark against which heuristics can be evaluated. In
Section VII, we briefly review how some very basic algorithms
perform as we vary a number of system characteristics.

Our second design objective, namely a distributed operation
and low overhead, is a must for any practical solution. As
pointed out earlier, node state changes should be triggered in
response to changes in the physical topology. Figure 2 gives an
example of how the roles of existing nodes need to be changed
to accommodate the arrival of a new node and maintain con-
nectivity. In many instances, detecting and adjusting to topo-
logical changes is likely to require a certain amount of com-
munications between nodes. One approach to minimizing over-
head is to seek algorithms that rely only on local information,
and hence have minimal communication overhead. However, it
is unlikely that such simplistic algorithms will be able to effi-
ciently accommodate all possible scenarios. As a result, they
will need to incorporate additional design objectives to compen-
sate for their limited decision horizon. For example, a simple
strategy would be to seek topologies that have significant redun-
dancy, e.g., connectivity between piconets is achieved through
multiple bridges or by having nodes serving as bridges between
multiple piconets. Similarly, trying to keep piconet sizes small
can improve the odds of success of local strategies.

Our third design objective of maximizing throughput, while
obviously desirable, unfortunately adds complexity of its own
to an already complex problem.

For example, the size of piconets, which plays a role in both
determining connectivity and the overhead of any algorithm re-
sponsible for maintaining connectivity, also affects the through-
put of the network. Consider a piconet withk slaves, and where
every slave generates a traffic of intensityr per unit time. In
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Fig. 2. The effect of arrival of a new nodeN is illustrated. The nodes labeled
S are slaves in a piconet with master labeledM: The new nodeN is within
the transmission range ofM only. The piconet has the maximum possible
number of members and thusM can not accept nodeN as its slave. Two
different piconets with masters labeledM need to be formed now.

such a configuration, the master needs to support a load of2kr
per unit time assuming it itself does not generate any traffic (the
load on the master increases if the master generates traffic). If
the master has a bandwidth ofB, then we must have2kr � B
and thus the nodal throughputr that the piconet supports is in-
versely proportional to the number of members in the piconet.
This would call for keepingk small, and hence building a topol-
ogy with many small piconets. On the other hand, a large num-
ber of small piconets will lead to long end to end routes, and
this in turn may overload the transit piconets and, therefore, also
limit the feasible nodal throughput. In general, the selection of
the “right” size for piconets depends on how traffic is distributed
between nodes and where nodes are located. For example, it is
obvious that if nodesA andB are within communication range
of each other and need to exchange a significant amount of traf-
fic, then they should be assigned to the same piconet. However,
other simple configurations do not necessarily yield similarly
simple answers. For example, assuming a set ofN nodes all
capable of communicating with each other and a uniform traffic



pattern, the best topology for such a configuration is not obvi-
ous. Section VI provides some initial result to this problem for
some basic network topologies.

Another factor affecting throughput is the number of piconets
a node participates in, and as discussed earlier this number
should be different for masters and slaves. There are many
possible options to consider, but for the sake of simplicity we
propose that a master participate in only one piconet, and that
a slave participate in up tok piconets, wherek is, therefore,
the only remaining design parameter. Realistic values fork are
probably2 or 3: This introduces further constraints on the topol-
ogy construction algorithm, but they are expected to ensure min-
imum throughput levels in the network.

V. RELATED RESEARCH

In this section, we mention very briefly a number of previous
works that have also been motivated by the need to extend the
standard specifications, if the Bluetooth technology is to be used
in building adhoc networks.

Salonidiset. al. presents a distributed topology construction
scheme in Bluetooth networks [6]. The basic assumption be-
hind the scheme is that all nodes are within transmission range
of each other. The nodes conduct a leader election algorithm.
The winner knows the identity of all nodes and uses this infor-
mation to design the desired topology. Thus the algorithm is not
scalable if the number of nodes is large. This paper also shows
that the average delay involved in synchronizing two nodes (the
time spent in the inquiry and the page sequences before the
nodes are able to exchange the clock information) is infinite if
the nodes have a deterministic sequence of switching between
inquiring and inquired (or paging and paged) modes. Bhagwat
et al. presents a source routing mechanism for Bluetooth net-
works [1]. Daset al. [2] and Johansonet al. [4] present dis-
tributed scheduling policies for Bluetooth networks.

VI. RELATION BETWEEN THROUGHPUT ANDPICONET

SIZE

In this section, we ponder over the following basic design
challenge: given a certain end to end throughput requirement
can we design a topology which attains the desired throughput
and satisfies the Bluetooth topology constraints. In general, this
is a complicated combinatorial problem, as there are several de-
grees of freedom. We will thus investigate certain simple cases
in order to gain some insight into this complex problem. An
important design parameter in Bluetooth is the size of the pi-
conets. Bluetooth specifications upper bound this size at8, but
it is not clear whether the size of the piconets should be close
to 8 or lower. As discussed earlier, small piconets translate into
more piconets, which increases the number of hops traversed
by packets and thus the overall network load. Hence, small pi-
conets increase the external or transit load on the piconet master,
while decreasing its internal load, i.e., the load associated with
communications between nodes belonging to the same piconet.
This tradeoff implies that for a given number of nodes and traf-
fic pattern, there exists an “optimal” configuration in terms of
number of masters and slaves.

We investigate this tradeoff for a linear and symmetric topol-

ogy, assuming again that all nodes are capable of hearing all
other nodes, i.e., there are no communications constraints on the
topology formation. More formally, consider a scenario withN
nodes andk equal-sized piconets. Piconets are connected lin-
early (i.e., piconeti shares a bridge node with piconetsi � 1

and i + 1; if 1 < i < k). Our sole design parameter is then
the number of piconetsk, which can range from1 to bN=2c
(we assume that a piconet must have at least one slave). We
assume shortest path routing and uniform traffic demands, i.e.,
every node wishes to send traffic at rater to every other node.
Our goal is to determine the optimum value for the numberk of
piconets, and therefore the size of an individual piconet, so that
the feasible node-to-node throughputr is maximized.

The first step towards identifying the optimal value ofk is to
derive an expression, function ofk, for the maximum node-to-
node throughputrmax, which such a network can support. This
function can then be differentiated to give the optimum value of
k; which in turn specifies the optimum size of a piconet. Due to
lack of space we simply sketch out the steps of this derivation
and its ultimate result.

The node-to-node trafficr directly determines the total traffic
load carried by a master, and from [3] we know that a load is
feasible as long as it is less than the associated channel capacity.
Hence, the maximum node-to-node trafficrmax corresponds to
the maximum value ofr for which the total traffic load on the
master remains smaller than its channel capacity. Under the as-
sumption of a linear topology and uniform traffic pattern, the
traffic load that a master needs to carry can be decomposed into
two main components: (a) traffic that originates from or is des-
tined to nodes in the piconet; (b) transit traffic that is routed
trough the piconet. Since traffic demands are uniform and all
piconets have the same size, the first quantity is the same for
all piconets. Furthermore, in a linear symmetric topology, the
piconet in the middle can be shown to be the one carrying the
maximum amount of transit traffic. Thus, in order compute the
maximum node-to-node throughput, it is sufficient to focus on
this middle piconet and the impact of varying its size.

As discussed earlier, decreasing the size of the middle piconet
decreases the amount of traffic that originates from within the pi-
conet and increases the amount of transit traffic that the piconet
needs to carry. However, it can be shown that the increase is less
than the corresponding decrease. The increase in transit traffic
corresponds to traffic to and from the nodes that have been re-
moved from the middle piconet, but not all the traffic that these
nodes generate or received ends up crossing the reduced middle
piconet. In particular, traffic to and from nodes that are now in
the same “half” of the network as the nodes that have been re-
moved, will not transit through the middle piconet. In contrast,
when the nodes belonged to the middle piconet, all traffic to and
from them consumed capacity on the transmission channel of
the piconet’s master. This means that the best linear topology
is one in which every piconet has only two slaves, both acting
as bridges to the neighboring piconet (except for the “end” pi-
conets). This result can be established more formally and can
also be shown to hold for “circular” topologies.

The result, even if established only for a specific topology, in-
dicates that small sized piconets enhance the network through-



put in general. However, throughput is not the only factor to
consider, and other performance metrics such as end to end de-
lay are important as well. Many small-sized piconets lead to
long end-to-end paths, and this can increase the end-to-end de-
lay. In addition, because the operation of masters is more com-
plex than that of other nodes, small sized piconets can also lead
to a higher overall network complexity. These factors should be
taken into account in practice, when choosing a piconet size.

VII. D ISTRIBUTED TOPOLOGYFORMATION ALGORITHM

This section is intended as a first exploration of a possible
topology formation algorithm. Our goal is not to construct
a sophisticated algorithm, but instead to evaluate how a sim-
ple and lightweight solution performs under different configu-
rations. The proposed algorithm operates using only local in-
formation, and can adapt to changes rapidly. By evaluating its
performance, we seek to gain a better understanding of when
and why more sophisticated solutions may be needed. Our in-
vestigation is carried using a detailed simulation model of the
Bluetooth communication channel. Special attention was given
to accurately account for the operation of the inquiry process
and how nodes alternate between transmit and scan state. As
recommended in [6], some randomization was introduced to de-
termine when nodes switch from one state to the other. This
randomization was selected so as to ensure that each spends on
average the same amount of time in transmit and scan modes.

A node can have one of the following states: (i) unassigned,
(ii) master, (iii)slave, and (iv) bridge. We assume that every
node as a unique ID. The topology formation algorithm operates
as follows:
1. Initially all nodes have unassigned states.
2. When two nodes synchronize for the first time and both are
unassigned, the one with the highest ID becomes master, and the
other node becomes a slave in the piconet of this master.
3. When two nodes synchronize and one is unassigned while
the other is a master, the unassigned node joins the piconet of
the master if it has less than7 slaves.
4. When two nodes synchronize and one is unassigned while
the other is a slave, the unassigned node becomes the master of
a new piconet, and the other node joins the piconet as a slave
unless it is already a bridge node inb piconets.
5. If two nodes discover each other and neither is unassigned,
then we consider the following cases separately. If both are mas-
ters, then neither changes state. If one is a master and the other
is a slave in a different piconet, then the slave joins the other pi-
conet and becomes a bridge between the two piconets, provided
the slave does not belong tob piconets. Optionally, the mas-
ter may refuse the new slave if it is already has a bridge to the
slave’s piconet.

This simple algorithm satisfies all the topology constraints
mentioned in the previous section. However, it is not clear how
effective it is at meeting the performance objectives outlined in
Section IV. In the rest of this section, we report some initial
simulation based results on its performance when it comes to
end-to-end connectivity.

We consider networks of two broad types for experimental
performance evaluation. The first consists of nodes uniformly

distributed in a square of size1 unit (“uniform topology”). The
second consists of a “clustered topology” consisting of3 sepa-
rate clusters of nodes. The position of cluster heads are selected
randomly in a square of size1 unit. A node can belong to one of
the three clusters or may not belong to any cluster at all. Each
of these4 events are equi-probable. If a node belongs to a clus-
ter, its position is uniformly distributed in a square of side0:2
around the cluster head, else its position is uniformly distributed
in the overall square of size1 unit. For each of these cases we
evaluate the performance with different number of nodes and
two different transmission radii, e.g.,0:1 unit and0:01 unit.

Our performance metric is end to end connectivity or rather
the number of (disconnected) components in the logical Blue-
tooth topology formed by the above algorithm. This number is
obviously lower bounded by the number of components in the
“physical topology” graph which contains an edge between a
pair of nodes as long as they are within each other transmission
range. Ideally, if the physical topology is connected, one would
like the logical topology generated by the topology formation
algorithm to to also be connected. In general, an important goal
of any topology formation algorithm is to generate a number of
components that is as close as possible to that of the underlying
physical topology. Thus, an important performance measure is
the difference in the number of components of the logical topol-
ogy and the physical topology. The smaller this difference, the
better the algorithm, at least in terms of connectivity. We present
our experimental results next.

We first start with a scenario that consist of only10 nodes
uniformly distributed in our square of size1 and with a trans-
mission range of0:1. For this scenario, the average number
of components is8:3 for both physical and logical topologies.
This indicates that both these topologies display a high degree of
“disconnectivity,” and often include multiple nodes that are not
connected to any other node. When the transmission range was
further decreased to0:01, the number of components increased
to 10 for all the simulations that were run. This is expected as
the combination of a small number of nodes and small transmis-
sion ranges makes it very likely that no node is in the connection
range of some other node. As a result, such scenarios are not re-
ally meaningful data points for evaluating the performance of
a topology formation algorithm. The next set of scenarios at-
tempt to remedy this by increasing the number of nodes to25

nodes. For the case of a transmission range of0:1 the average
number of components becomes15:33 and14:83 for the logical
and the physical topologies, respectively, while with a transmis-
sion range of0:01 both are equal to24:5, i.e., most individual
nodes remain disconnected. As the number of nodes continue to
grow, the difference between the physical and logical topologies
do increase, but less so than when considering other distribu-
tions of nodes, and in particular the clustered topology that we
investigate next.

We expect the clustered topology to yield different results be-
cause the close proximity of many nodes is likely to stress the
degree constraints that exist for piconets, i.e., the limitation of
no more than seven slaves. As a result, while connected topolo-
gies that do not violate this constraint may exist, it appears likely
that the “greedy behavior” of our simple topology formation al-



gorithm may not be sufficient to find them. This expectation was
confirmed by the simulation results, especially for the case of a
relatively long transmission range of0:1, which is therefore the
one we investigate more extensively.

For scenarios involving100 nodes, we find that the average
number of components is29 and11:75 for the logical and the
physical topologies, respectively. This represents a significant
differences in terms of the connectivity, or rather lack thereof,
of the topology ultimately constructed by the topology forma-
tion algorithm. When the number of nodes is decreased to50,
the average number of components becomes17 and 9:26 for
the logical and the physical topologies, respectively, which is
again significant. For25 nodes, the average number of logical
and physical components is10:21 and7:28. This smaller differ-
ence indicates that as the density of nodes in the area becomes
low enough, the impact of the degree constraint becomes less
significant, i.e., there are not enough nodes to stress it. This ex-
pected behavior is confirmed by the results for a scenario with
only 10 nodes, for which the average number of components is
6:3 and5:7 for the logical and the physical topologies, respec-
tively. A similar result is obtained when the transmission range
is decreased from0:1 to 0:01; as this again limits the number
of nodes that will be in close proximity and, therefore, avoids
stressing the Bluetooth piconet degree constraint. For example,
for 50 nodes the average number of components is45:77 and
45:69 for the logical and the physical topologies, respectively.
A very minor difference indeed.

In general, the results indicate that the distribution of nodes
in an area can play a very significant role. In particular, simple
topology formation algorithms such as the one we presented,
will not fare well with distributions such as the clustered topol-
ogy, which are likely to increase the likelihood of many close
by nodes competing for connectivity. For such distributions, al-
gorithm capable of “intelligently” selecting which connections
to make seem to be needed. The same conclusion holds even
when the transmission range is increased. A greater transmis-
sion range might offset the potential penalty of making greedy
topology formation decisions, because of the broader number of
connectivity options it allows. However, from our initial results,
it appears as if this potential effect is relatively minor compared
to the impact of node distribution and density. Investigating al-
gorithms that are capable of generating “good” topologies even
in those more demanding conditions and without too much of an
increase in complexity is a topic we are currently investigating.

VIII. C ONCLUSION

This paper was intended as a brief introduction to the many
challenges that the Bluetooth technology faces if it is to succeed
as a technology for building adhoc networks. We have described
many of the issues that need to be tackled and that have been left
unspecified by the current standards. We identified a number of
objectives that any solution should aim at meeting, and provided
an initial investigation of some of these problems. This is obvi-
ously preliminary work, and we are actively investigating many
of the problems outlined in this paper. We hope that the paper
will also entice others in exploring what we feel is a promising
and rich research area.
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